
Privileged Access Management (PAM)

Deloitte has been independently recognised as a market leader and award winner in managed 
security services by IDC MarketScape. 

Deloitte offers a range of managed cyber services, from basic MSS to some advanced 
detection capabilities, and tailors its offerings from a risk perspective. The company continues 

to strengthen its offerings with investments in research and development and growth.

The cyber landscape is always changing, yet 80% of internal 
threats are caused by employee negligence. Advancements 
like robotics, IoT, and artificial intelligence, although positive, 
can mean greater cyber threats for organisations. Whilst 
conventional cyber methods do offer some protection, 
organisations must proactively develop their cyber capability, 
access management systems, and staff awareness to stay ahead 
of the threat landscape. 

An ever changing threat

One of the biggest security risks in the cyber landscape is 
the potential misuse of privileged accounts. These privileged 
accounts are constantly targeted by malicious actors as they 
look to infiltrate valuable information or cause damage to 
an organisation. The protection and management of these 
accounts is therefore key to securing client information and 
protecting brand reputation. Deloitte’s Privileged Access 
Management (PAM) team helps organisations manage their 
privileged accounts in order to protect their critical assets, meet 
compliance regulations, and prevent data breaches.

What risks are you taking?

Deloitte believe that preparation and constant monitoring are the 
best ways to secure privileged accounts. We know that developing 
and maintaining an in-house Security Operations Centre (SOC) to 
undertake this task can be too time and resource intensive. That is 
where Deloitte can help. Our skilled Privileged Access Management 
team work with you to define your PAM strategy, solutions, and 
approach to help you protect and monitor your privileged accounts,  
as well as detecting, alerting, and responding to privileged  
account threats.

What can you do to 
protect your organisation?
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Deloitte’s Privileged Access Management (PAM) service helps you stay in control of your most valuable assets. Our PAM team 
becomes an extension of your existing security team – as specialist resources. You sign an agreement with the PAM vendor and our 
PAM team liaise with that vendor (for any issues that need vendor support) via a client email address assigned to them. Combining 
your existing tools and Deloitte’s leading technology, our specialist PAM team works with you to:

Privileged Account Discovery

Identify privileged accounts across your network, which assets they can access, and which of these are most critical 
to your business. Once we know that, we can secure, isolate, control, manage, and monitor these privileged accounts 
and sessions.

Solution Administration

Administer the privileged accounts when new systems/users are implemented, manage the life cycle of privileged 
accounts, and develop password policies, safe management, and platform management. 

Solution Design and Configuration

Provide the expertise to configure and customise the solution to support your business needs. We can install and 
configure your Privileged Access Management solution to enforce least privilege policies and secure privileged accounts.

Patching and Release Management

Manage the software and update the management life cycle of the solution including product releases and Windows 
patch management as recommended by the vendor.

Auditing and Reporting

Provide detailed auditing and reporting of account activity and user behavior integrating with your existing SIEM solution. 
Deloitte’s PAM service gives you an auditable trail of access around the clock meaning you’ll never be in the dark about 
activity taking place on your estate.

What’s different about Deloitte?

Contacting our Privileged Access Management team is just the 
first step in your cyber journey. You can combine this service 
with any of our other managed services to further protect your 
most valuable assets. Our Threat Monitoring and Cyber Threat 
Intelligence services detect threats to your business whether 
they’re on or off of your network, whilst our Vulnerability 
Management, and Managed Information Protection services 
serve to assist you in increasing your security posture by taking 
over the management of core platforms. If an incident does 
occur, our Cyber Incident Response teams are here to get you 
back to business as quickly as possible.

Our highly-skilled teams combine market-leading technology 
with Deloitte’s experience and knowledge of cyber security and 
broader risk to provide context-rich analysis to our customers.

What’s the next step for you?
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